BOOK CLUB KIT

Everything you need to host a
YOUR LIFE HAS BEEN DELAYED book club meeting
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What's Inside the Book?

A '90s girl + a 21st century boy
Time travel support group
A missing plane
Facing loss
Everyone in Jenny's life is 25 years older (or dead)
They all thought *she* was dead
Conspiracy theorists
Best friend betrayals (yes, plural)
Secrets (also plural)
Teen journalist (that would be Jenny)
An awkward crush
A viral story (is it good or bad?)
Brownies (favorite snack of the Flight 237 support group)
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Frequently Asked Questions
What inspired you to write this story?
I’ve always been fascinated by time travel, from when I first
watched all the Back to the Future movies. Then, on a return
flight from Australia, we left Sydney on Feb. 27 at 11:30 a.m.
and arrived in L.A. on Feb. 27 at 5:35 a.m., and it felt like
traveling back in time. I thought: what if you got on a plane, but
when you landed it was many years later? The rest of the story
came from that central question.
How much research did you have to do?
Jenny's looking at everything in the present from the viewpoint
of a 20th century girl. I had to be on top of everything from
what people were wearing and how people were using the
brand-new internet to popular TV stars and everyday habits.
Because I was a teen in 1995, I found myself triple-checking my
info. Memory is tricky—you think something happened around
a certain year, but when you look into it, you may find you’re off
by five or ten years. I watched movies and shows from the
nineties, documentaries, and even read through my old
yearbooks to make sure I was getting her perspective right.
Who was your favorite character to write?
Jenny, perhaps because I spend the whole book inside her head
and know her best. It was a journey to figure out how she
would react to all the awful situations I threw at her and help
her find ways to grow and adapt in unbelievable circumstances.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Who was the most difficult character to write?
That answer's a bit spoilery. I rewrote the ending a few times,
and there’s a character who has a significant role in the climax.
It was tricky getting that character’s motivations and actions just
right.
What emotions do you hope your book will evoke for the
reader?
Mostly, I hope readers won’t be able to put it down! But aside
from that, I hope they’ll feel at times frustrated, heartbroken,
and ultimately hopeful for Jenny’s future.
What was a challenge you faced in writing this book and
how did you overcome it?
Right after I finished drafting this book in 2018, a writing friend
sent me a message with a link to an announcement about the
show Manifest, which is about a plane that jumps forward five
years. I basically freaked out and thought I would have to scrap
the book, but my Pitch Wars 2017 group and critique partners
urged me to whip it quickly into shape and query, which is what
I did. I signed with my agent before the show came out (she was
aware of it), and then we went out on submission quickly too.
When my book released in 2021, Manifest was on its third
season and had just been added to Netflix. My publisher
pitched my book as Manifest meets YA contemporary, so it all
worked out!
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Frequently Asked Questions
How did you plot out the story and keep the pace moving
fast?
I started with the premise and then made a list of the worst
things I could do to Jenny. My goal was that with almost every
chapter she would be left with some new revelation to make
her life worse. It’s hard to be mean to characters you love, but
it’s also the best way to keep readers turning pages!
How did you develop character arcs for Jenny's family and
friends?
I looked at those closest to Jenny and considered what she
would care about most, how those people would have
changed/remained the same, and then, what would hit her
hardest. Even the characters who hurt her the most with the
decisions they made while she was gone are still at heart the
people she loved. Life is bound to go on over the course of
twenty-five years. Unfortunately for Jenny, she just keeps
getting hit over the head with that fact.
Do you plan on returning to the world of YOUR LIFE HAS
BEEN DELAYED in the future?
YOUR LIFE HAS BEEN DELAYED is a stand-alone novel, and I
don’t have any plans to return to the world (although those
other passengers have some interesting stories!).
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Snacks & Drinks
Breakfast
Meeting in the morning? Pull out the
waffle iron and serve up waffles with
butter and maple syryp. If you want them
just how Jenny likes them, add a dash of
cinnamon and allspice to the batter.

Coffee with generous cream
or milk

Lunch or Dinner
Pizza is always a good choice.
Jenny's also fond of chicken
strips and fries with cheese
sauce.
Candy
Coke

Skittles!

Dessert
Let's be honest, dessert is always the best
way to go! And Jenny has options for you:
Brownies, and if you can get Captain
McCoy's recipe, even better.
Cupcakes, particularly red velvet or turtle.
Milkshakes! Jenny's
favorite is chocolate, but
whatever you prefer.
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Background Music
Want to set the mood at book club?
Here's the Your Life Has Been Delayed Playlist:
"Leaving On A Jet Plane" by Chantal Kreviazuk
"Run-Around" by Blues Traveler
"Back in Time" by Huey Lewis and the News
"867-5309/Jenny" by Tommy Tutone
"The ’90s" by Lisa Loeb
"Can’t Stop the Feeling" by Justin Timberlake
"Bad Blood" by Taylor Swift
"I Will Remember You" by Sarah McLachlan
"1999" by Prince
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Discussion Questions
Not Spoiler-Free
If you could time travel, what time period would you choose?
Jenny and the other passengers have to adjust to life in the 21st
century. If you had to live in 1995, what would be the hardest
thing for you to adjust to?
Which character would you most like to meet?
What was your favorite part of the book?
Did this book remind you of any other books or movies?
If a new student showed up at your school, still the same age
after a 25-year disappearance, how would you react?
Which scene stuck with you the most?
If you were making a movie of this book, who would you cast?
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Discussion Questions
Not Spoiler-Free

What ideas do you think the author was trying to get across with
this book?
Do you agree with Jenny's choice to stay in the present? Would
you make that same choice?
Which other Flight 237 passenger would you most want to read a
story about? What do you think they'll do next?
Were you satisfied with the ending? Do you think there was a
portal?
If you were Jenny, would you forgive Angie? For everything or just
some of her betrayals?
If you could read this same story from another person's point of
view, who would you choose?
If you could give the book a new title, what would it be?
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Book Club Quiz:
Did it exist when Jenny boarded Flight 237 on Aug. 2, 1995?

1. Google
2. House phone
3. The Hunger Games
4. Cell phones
5. Baby Yoda
6. Nintendo
7. Social media
8. Marvel Universe movies
9. Pokemon
10. Amazon
11. Netflix
12. Laptops
13. Titanic (the movie)

Answers: 1. No (1998); 2. Yes; 3. No; 4. Yes but not smartphones; 5. No but yes to Old Yoda!; 6.
Yes; 7. No unless you count chat rooms; 8. No; 9. No (1996); 10. Yes; 11. No; 12. Yes; 13. No
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What to read after
Your Life Has Been Delayed

Once Upon A Kiss by Robin Palmer
In Once Upon A Kiss, a 16-year-old girl from 1986 wakes up in
2016 suddenly popular and just wants her nerdy best friend
back. While the character is from the eighties instead of the
nineties like Jenny, it's a similar setup with adjusting to the
twenty-first century and will offer readers the same kind of
experience.
The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins
While The Hunger Games is nothing like Your Life Has Been
Delayed, this book series is Dylan's favorite, and if readers
haven't already devoured them (the movies don't count!),
they'd make an excellent choice. The books follow 16-yearold Katniss as she fights for her life in governmentsanctioned games where children and teens fight to the
death on live television.
Instant Karma by Marissa Meyer
In Instant Karma, a chronic overachiever suddenly has the
power to cast instant karma on those around her. Like Your
Life Has Been Delayed, this book is contemporary with a twist
and offers great discussion of how readers would handle
the situation if they encountered it.
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What to watch after
Your Life Has Been Delayed

Manifest
Similar to Your Life Has Been Delayed, this TV show is about a
plane that takes off and lands years later, except it only
jumps ahead five years instead of 25. There are several
seasons available. Watch this show if you love the setup of
Your Life Has Been Delayed but also enjoy some supernatural
elements with your time travel.
Back to the Future
Always a classic, the Back to the Future series inspired Your
Life Has Been Delayed. Watch Marty McFly travel from 1985
to 1955, then to 2015. Have some fun comparing how well
writers predicted life in what is now the past.
The Nineties
If you want to learn more about what life was like for Jenny
in the nineties, check out the CNN documentary The
Nineties. This mini-series gives a fantastic glimpse into the
decade, with pop culture, current events, and advances in
technology and industry. The last half of the decade--after
Jenny left--really saw a lot of advancement!
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About the Author
Michelle I. Mason
Michelle I. Mason lives in St. Louis with her family. She spent
ten years as a PR manager (she hasn't covered time travel-yet--but has promoted everything from forklift rodeos to
hotel olympics) before shifting her focus to fictional stories.
When she isn't writing novels, she enjoys reading, watching
too much TV, cross-stitching, baking amazing brownies,
playing the violin, and remembering her favorite pop culture
moments from 1995.

www.michelleimason.com
@michelleimason

@michelleimason
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